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QUESTION: Is a believer suppose to be able to feel the Holy 
Spirit?

ANSWER: There are definitely aspects of the Holy Spirit’s work 
that will involve a feeling or emotion. However, the Bible never 
teaches us to base the work of the Holy Spirit on a feeling or 
emotion. Scripture teaches us that every born-again believer 
has been given the full dose of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38). We 
accept that by faith, not by feeling. 

There are times in the Christian life that God allows us to 
experience a “mountain-top moment.” Our emotions are high, 
and we “feel” like we are so close to God. I am grateful for these 
times. However, the Bible never gives us an indication that 
these moments are the norm. There are also times when it feels 
like we are in a valley, and you may even “feel” like you are “far 
from God.” Maybe someone would say in that time of their life, “I 
don’t ‘feel’ like I have the Holy Spirit.” I admit those times are not 
very fun. 

As a result, many Christians are always looking for that next 
neat “experience”, or that next “mountain-top” experience. They 
feel like those are the moments when God is working the most. 
However, I would suggest that the Holy Spirit does some of His 
greatest work when we stay consistent in our daily walk with the 
Lord. Sure, there are times when it seems mundane. But that is 
when faith is truly strengthened. 

Only Satan would want believers to question their possession of 
the Holy Spirit, based on such a fickle thing as “feelings.”

The body of a believer is the temple of the Holy Spirit (1 
Corinthians 6:19,20). That is truth whether we perceive it, feel it 
or not. The proper response to truth is to order one’s life around 
that truth. 


